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Plug in the In�ator/De�ator and turn 
on switch to in�ate target.

When the target is fully in�ated (�rm 
to touch), turn o� and unplug In�a-
tor/De�ator and replace air valve cap.

Pull out the pockets on the back 
(blue) side of the target.  

Place on �oor face down with the 
blue side up. Now Locate air valve.

Attach hose to In�ator/De�ator by 
inserting and twisting . 

Remove air valve cap on SinkIt® 
target  and attached other end of 
hose into the air valve by inserting 
and twisting.

Contents: 1 - StickIt™ In�atable Target,
2 - Longbows, 12 - Arrows, 1 - In�a-
tor/De�ator, 1 - Equipment Bag.

2 People recommended for set-up.
Unzip Equipment Bag and remove 
Arrows and In�ator/De�ator. 

Remove SinkIt™ Target from bag and 
unroll. 
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Air Valve
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2 People recommended. ,Start fold-
ing target  from the bottom up (face 
down), squeezing remaining air out 
as you go.

Now fold target in half and place 
inside Equipment Bag.

Disassemble longbows and place in 
bag along with Arrows and In�a-
tor/De�ator. Zip bag closed and you 
are ready for your next event.

To break down the SinkIt™ target, 
start by removing the air valve cap by 
twisting it.

Change hose on the In�ator/De�ator 
to the opposite end by inserting and 
twisting. 

Insert other end of hose into target, 
plug in In�ator/De�ator and turn on 
switch to start de�ating target. Once 
target is de�ated turn o� and remove 
from air valve and turn o�.

Stand the in�ated StickIt™ Target 
upright.

Remove two longbows from the 
bottom of bag and assemble (see 
separate longbow instructions). 

You are ready. See how many arrows 
you can sink into the pockets. Let the 
fun begin! 
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